2004 saturn ion coolant level sensor

My coolant light goes on, it started in winter in February, and continues to yell me checked the
coolant and wires all is fine. Question: is this true? Thanks in advance. Hope someone can help.
If you go to rockauto. Now I just have to find a mechanic. Seriously, it may not be too difficult to
try that yourself. Maybe get one, just to see if you can figure out how to do it. I just changed the
tank on my car. There is a clamp that is difficult to get to but it can be done. A tab goes on a bolt
with a nut BUT there is a bracket for a fuse block over this tab. This was difficult to accomplish
but I got it done. Now every time I start the car the coolant lights come on but when I hit the
reset it goes off. You may need to find a shop with a Saturn scan tool to reset it properly. But
you could try monkeying around a little if you wanted to experiment. It probably works using a
switch attached to a float. That kind of switch is usually open with low coolant, and closed if the
coolant level is ok. You might could connect a properly fused jumper wire in place of the switch
temporarily. That should make the system think the coolant level is always ok. The problem is
that this sometimes causes other problems. It would appear the coolant level switch is part of
the coolant reservior. Coolant level message on my Ion won't go away. I have pulled the
overflow tank and cleaned and flushed it. Checked the sensor with my multimeter for continuity,
checked fine. Checked and remade wiring connections to the sensor. That theory was incorrect.
The only thing I've seen so far that makes sense is a "software issue" that was mentioned in
another discussion I read. The first time it happened, I was a tad below Min, so I added a 'glug'
of G13 to push it back up into the normal range. Everytime I've checked it since, the level is in
the normal range. So how is the level "sensed"? I had a new coolant reservoir put in about 18
months ago, so my "hope" is that it's not actually that though those are really cheap. Maybe as
simple as the electrical connection on the reservoir? It had reportedly sat for one year, though
the expired registration sticker and other things point to it sitting for two. It ran low on oil,
sputtered and died. Oil in the degas tank. Filled to oil to mid way on the hatch marks on the dip
stick. I drove it 25 miles to my house, and the oil level is not reading on the dip stick. The sludgy
fluid level in the degas tank is unchanged. Where is the fluid going? I will refill the oil to see just
how much it lost in the 25 miles if it important to someone, but I prefer to not waste the oil. My
first plan is to remove, inspect and replace the oil cooler o-rings. Even though the dealership
charged him for this, I don't trust that they did it right. I think it is the easiest and mostly likely
place for oil getting into the coolant. It does have a really long crank before there is enough low
pressure oil for it to start. At the moment I think this is a separate issue. The dealership also
charged him for a replacement injector. No idea if they replaced the cup or not. I've been
noticing my coolant level seems to be going down. The last two times I had it in the shop they
reported a low level and refilled it. Followed by today I noticed it's near empty on the reservoir.
It's disappearing but where it's going. No drip marks underneath anywhere on the driveway or
the car. No pink sludge on the bottom of the radiator. No pinkish hue or any indication it's
getting into the engine oil on the dip stick I'm at a loss here. My coolant light goes on, it started
in winter in February and continues to yell me checked the coolant and wires all is fine. I went to
have it looked at, the mechanic says I need to get the Coolant level sensor replaced, but to do
this he says it's part of the coolant reservoir, hence I need to replace both. Question: is this
true? I can't find an answer anywhere. The last week or so, the coolant level low light has been
coming on in my 04 Touareg V6, and I've noticed that it is leaking underneath the car. I've been
keeping a close eye on the level, and filling it back up until I could get it into the dealer. They
can't get me in until the 24th, so when I was under it last night changing the oil I checked it out.
It is dripping from a round plastic piece on the firewall with a square "knob" on it. This "knob"
has what looks like a cross indented into it. It was dripping slowly while the car was on, and
continues for a few minutes after it's been turned off. I fear that it's the heater core and that it is
leaking from the inside, but I could just be paranoid. It should still be under warranty 34, miles.
Just noticed my level is about an inch below the full mark, it was fine at the last oil change, no
leaks that I can see Today I received a message on the MFI telling me that the coolant was
overheating. My better judgement told me to immediately pull over at the next available spot to
turn off the car since the coolant temp gauge was almost at This is well over the where it usually
resides. However, the oil temp gauge was right at which is normal. Perplexed, I called my dealer.
The Phaeton Tech was gone for the day so they suggested that I have the car towed in for
inspection. Knowing the temperament of the Phaeton V8 , I chose to restart after about 5
minutes. Pulling out of the driveway my Passat's computer told me there's an issue with the
coolant and that I should STOP, so I pulled back in. My VW dealer has this coolant in stock G12,
red but considering it is 7 degrees outside or minus 14 C I wonder whether I can't ignore the
warning and drive the 2 miles rather than get on my bicycle. So I buy some coolant. I get home
let the car cool off and check my radiator, it is full. My coolant recovery tank is also at the
proper level. Been three days already checked levels again and I'm not losing any coolant. What
the car is NOT doing: 1. Not losing fluid 2. Not running hot I'm thinking coolant level sensor? I

haven't been able to find a discussion about failure or replacement of the oil level sensor. I'm
getting a error message displayed each time I start the car. I took it into the dealer for an oil
change. After they completed the change, they recommended replacing the sensor. I'm inclined
to wait another 5k for the next service to do that. Diagnostics did not show any error codes.
Doesn't make sense to me. When it comes some times even on long highway journeys I wont
see it at all!. When it comes on nothing seems to change. My Phaeton with a little over k miles
on it has been giving me a problem with the air ride suspension. When starting the vehicle, a
"Level Fault - Workshop" message is displayed on the instrument cluster, and the car has been
slowly sinking as the air ride I presume slowly deflates. Around 10, miles ago, I had a problem
with the suspension, but that time the car immediately and actively sank; this was solved by
replacing the air ride computer it is the B, not C-type. I've tried replacing the computer with
another B-type computer, but to no avail. The local VW dealer and an independent import car
garage have told me some things, and I would like to learn more about this problem and
possible ways to try and solve it. I have been told that no voltage is making it from the computer
to the left front sensor. Dealer says its the computer, but could this possibly be the wiring
harness or a bad connection? If so, how do I get into the wheel well in order to test this
hypothesis? My best guess is it isn't the computer, as the car never actively sank this happened
when the original computer went bad. I have also been told that the right rear sensor is bad. Is
this a part I can replace with a modest amount of auto knowledge? I have heard conflicting
reports as to a freshly-ordered sensor being and not being compatible with the B-type
computer. Dealer told me new sensors will only speak to a C-computer; independent garage
told me new sensors will speak to my B computer. Who is correct? From a few hours of internet
browsing from the first instance and this second instance of failure, it seems this is a somewhat
common issue with the Phaeton. I just replaced the head on a Saturn SL2 due to it running
rough and low compression on one of the cylinders. It idles very smooth now and has at least
PSI on all 4 pistons. The problem is that it surges as you are accelerating slowly, gets poor gas
mileage and it seems that the oil level is raising on the dip stick. I'm guessing that gas is some
how getting into the oil. I checked the spark plugs for carbon build-up which would indicate a
rich gas mixture but they're clean lite tan color. I also replace some of the vacuum lines where I
found cracks, but I may have missed a few. Overall the car seems to run pretty good. The
problem is that this is my daughter's car who lives 10 hours drive away and I don't want to stick
her with any problems. I don't want to take it to a dealership where they'll charge me a lot of
money but my mechanic that I normally deal with doesn't know what to do with it since there
aren't any fault codes on the computer. I'm now getting an EGT sensor fail. Every fault is with
the same system. I'm also realizing that while I'm getting the exhaust system cleaning message,
my DEF level is not being depleted. All the dealership wants to do is change out fault codes but
I think the true issue is elsewhere. Have a small coolant leak. The level is dropping and I can
smell it but I cant find it. The radiator was new at K miles and the heater core is bypassed. No
evidence on or near the hoses, water pump or radiator. Getting ready to replace all the hoses
because they are overdue but I would like to find the leak s first. Level in the tank going down? I
don't appear to have any leaks but it's now down to the "Min" level cold. My Touareg has miles
and yesterday I checked the coolant level when cold. Inside the reservoir there is an awkward
yellow cylinder with the max and low words. The manual is not very detailed about where the
level should be like the oil, or at least show a picture. I noticed that my coolant is right
underneath the letters LOW for the low mark. I would take it that I need to add, but need to
confirm whether or not that is an OK level. Could LOW be the translation by the Germans for the
cold mark? My American made GMC Envoy has a clear reservoir with precise max-cold-low
marks so you can actually safely see the level even when hot and be sure about it. I ask this
because today I had the miles service done and the tech said the level is fine. My coolant level
sensor is bad. How do I replace it? I understand that there is a retaining metal wire holding it on.
How do I get that wire off? At the end of last winter, I got the warning flash that my coolant level
was low. So I topped up about a pint or more About 3 weeks later I had to go through the same
scenario!! Now that winter and cold weather is back - so is my leak!! So I run off to the local
dealer and they get the car up. And drop the belly pan with the engine running and the heat
cranked up. The engine is a 2. Never noted overheat or leak on garage floor. Fluid level low in
coolant reservoir. Dealer wants to replace water pump. Touareg :: V8 Engine Coolant Level? My
coolant light goes on, it started in winter in February and continues to yell me checked the
coolant and wires all is fine. I went to have it looked at, the mechanic says I need to get the
Coolant level sensor replaced, but to do this he says it's part of the coolant reservoir, hence I
need to replace both. Question: is this true? I can't find an answer anywhere. Coolant level
message on my Ion won't go away. I have pulled the overflow tank and cleaned and flushed it.
Checked the sensor with my multimeter for continuity, checked fine. Checked and remade

wiring connections to the sensor. That theory was incorrect. The only thing I've seen so far that
makes sense is a "software issue" that was mentioned in another discussion I read. The service
vehicle soon light of my Saturn came on after the alarm system tripped. How to reset it? The
check engine light will come on and almost simultaneously the loss of power light will come on
and the car will pretty much come to a stop. So far they have replaced the computer, gas pedal,
wiring to the computer, cat converter After the standard alarm of my Vue sounded the horn
continuously, the only way I could shut it off was to pull the horn relay. I put the horn relay
back, but now the horn doesn't work. How can I get the horn to work? The service vehicle light
came on after this happened. My '95 Saturn had its starter, elec. But occasionally it still won't
start The mechanic says it could be the coolant sensor. Is this possible? We have a 97 Saturn
SL2. The belt tensioner assembly cracked and after the guy replaced it, immediately upon
driving, the low coolant light starts flashing. Drove it this way a few times while keeping an eye
on coolant level. Parked car for a few days, then notice a big puddle of green coolant under car.
It has been sitting now for several weeks. Could increased tension from the new tensioner
pulley cause the water pump to die? The car has never overheated, though. If water pump was
toast wouldn't it overheat? My 95 Saturn SL1 has been a real trooper these years. This is the
first hvac problem I've had. A couple weeks ago it felt like the ac was starting to go, and by last
week it had gone. I figured it probably had a slow leak and just needed a recharge. The pressure
in the system reads full - even a tad high, without putting any gas in! I double checked
everything. Compressor clutch engaged, and the gauge was attached properly. Inside, I can
hear the familiar 'foop' when I switch from "hot" to "cold," which I'm guessing is the air blend
door, and the air is noticeably hotter on "hot" mode - so I assume the blend motor is ok. What
might be going on here, or where a well-aimed kick might have an effect? My Vue developed a
coolant leak into the oil at k km. I had to have replaced. GM has a technical note about this exact
problem with the recommended fix: Engine Replacement. The coolant was leaking into the oil at
the water pump. The Statement from the dealership states that there was a crack in the block
near the water pump. The dealership was good but a block should not break like this. Is this a
design defect with the block, and if so is their a class action already started? Basically it's a
coolant leak problem for my Saturn SL1 Sedan. Here are the details of the problem About 6
months ago my Saturn started leaking coolant. It was very minor, I'd have to add a pint or so
every 1 hour worth of driving or 40 miles I experienced these early stages of a coolant leak
before with a Buick Century. The problem very slowly increased 4 months ago and at about this
time I noticed coolant residue on some of the engine parts. Using logic I determined the coolant
must be leaking onto the belt which was spraying the fluid around, including the underside of
the hood in a very fine line. By 1 month ago I was adding about a quart of coolant every 15
miles. Still, very manageable with no other problems. Then 2 weeks ago it happened For the first
time when I'd start my car it would issue that high-pitch squealing sound I'm sure we've all
heard on older cars and thought, "man, that driver needs to get their car checked out. Rarely the
sound would kick in also when coming out of a full stop. Then 1 week ago, it all got worse. And
the coolant leak is really bad. Also, for the first time, anytime I stop the car the coolant just drips
onto the ground at a significant rate. What sort of a problem I might be looking at based on my
description? The inverter coolant tank stays full, but the motor coolant is empty every day after
a 30 mile commute. There are no puddles or evidence of a leak while parked in the garage. The
last week or so, the coolant level low light has been coming on in my 04 Touareg V6, and I've
noticed that it is leaking underneath the car. I've been keeping a close eye on the level, and
filling it back up until I could get it into the dealer. They can't get me in until the 24th, so when I
was under it last night changing the oil I checked it out. It is dripping from a round plastic piece
on the firewall with a square "knob" on it. This "knob" has what looks like a cross indented into
it. It was dripping slowly while the car was on, and continues for a few minutes after it's been
turned off. I fear that it's the heater core and that it is leaking from the inside, but I could just be
paranoid. It should still be under warranty 34, miles. My wifes prius check engine light just came
on. Its the control valve sensor. My question is, does that have any serious impact on safety?
I've heard mixed on what this valve does overheating etc. I have a Prius and the check engine
light came on last week. I decided to take it to a highly recommended auto repair shop instead
of the dealer. The error cord was P and they replaced some kind of coolant control valve. When I
went to take the car home I noticed the check engine light was still on and they said there was
another similar but different coolant valve that needed to be replaced. They replaced the other
part and everything seemed fine. My car has had issues with the "low coolant" light coming on
for over a year. No one could ever find a leak, the coolant level was always pretty good, and I
never had a puddle. Recently, my mechanic suspected it was the heater core. Since I earn early
childhood teacher wages, I couldn't afford to have it fixed. As a temporary solution, he
bypassed the heater core in order to buy me some time. Now, I have no heat or defrost. But

also, the leak has gone out of control! I have to put coolant in daily, and I always have a puddle
under my car when I am leaving work at the end of the day. My car's newest trick is smoke,
coming from under the hood, and the fresh smell of burning coolant. However, temperature is
fine, at least that's what the gauge says. Okay so recently I was driving my Jetta and the coolant
temp light came flashing on, when I went to check the coolant I was surprised to discover that it
was like a mud brown color, almost looks like peanut butter. From everything I have read this
can be from a few things, either rust build up that is gunking everything up and oil getting into
the coolant somehow. I'm pretty sure its rust build up but I was wondering what everyone thinks
about this, I was also not using G12 coolant which I'm told now is the premier brand for VW's.
So I buy some coolant. I get home let the car cool off and check my radiator, it is full. My coolant
recovery tank is also at the proper level. Been three days already checked levels again and I'm
not losing any coolant. What the car is NOT doing: 1. Not losing fluid 2. Not running hot I'm
thinking coolant level sensor? My check engine light was throwing the code P for the coolant
flow valve. Toyota replaced it under a warranty enhancement I have k on it , and since then my
mpgs have gone from 46 to My AC is working much better now, too. My theory is that the valve
can be in a semi-failure mode for a long time before throwing a code. Now that My coolant is
flowing the way that it should, heat is being dissipated more efficiently. I am going to install a
coolant filter on my 6. I have read threads about bypass filters and full flow filters and I started
asking myself "Why use a bypass when I can filter all of the coolant? I bought the van used
knowing I would eventually have to do most if not all of the 6. IPR sells a complete coolant filter.
Ed spent a good 30 minutes on the phone answering all my questions and never asked if I
wanted to buy anything. If anything, he was trying to stop me from throwing money at the van
until I isolated what needs to be repaired. I already bought the Sinister Kit and requested a
return. I have a Saturn Ion with about , miles. Recently the car has been running very hot when
AC is on and the car is idling or in traffic. When I stop for about 30 seconds ill hear something
click on, the AC will start to blow warm air, the engine will heat up and the car has a tendency to
jump forward. When I start driving again the AC will cool off but the engine takes a while to cool
back down. When it jumps forward, the RPM's shoot up and it jumps forward about a foot. I
recently had it inspected and looked at by a mechanic, but this was over the winter when there
was no need to use the AC. Ive had my saturn for over a year now. It just hit , miles. Seems to be
the perfect car, except for one major flaw. Once a week to multiple times a day, my car fails to
start. For twenty mins to an hour. Ive done some research, looked in my manual, and have been
to multiple shops. From what I know the problem is the "passlock" I turn my key and it barely
turns over. I wait and wait, keep turning my key every so often, for a long period of time.. Im late
to work some days even when leaving half an hour before I truely need to leave. The shops have
done many things to my car, each time saying it is fixed. Im starting to think it can never be
fixed and I need to give up on my car before i lose my two jobs. Saturn - Ion :: - Coolant Light
Goes On May 22, My coolant light goes on, it started in winter in February and continues to yell
me checked the coolant and wires all is fine. The Coolant warning keeps coming on in the
odometer panel, even though the car is not running hot or showing any signs of temperature
issues. The car however idles very rough Sometimes stalling in slow moving Traffic. Particularly
when I take my foot off the gas. My check engine light keeps coming on returning a P code. I
have learned from the internet that my problem may be a bad sensor, coolant level sensor to be
exact. But I have not been able to locate such a part. The only part that comes close for the
model Saturn I drive is the engine coolant temperature sensor. My question is, is the engine
coolant sensor the part I should have looked at or, am I totally barking up the wrong tree. Do
you. Its the right tree. The sensor is usually located in the bottom of the resevoir where you fill
the system. Should be a 2 wire plug. You most likely will have to buy the entire bottle to make
the light go out, call the dealer to check. As far as the other code, you may need a tune up to
start. Was this answer. Please login or register to post a reply. Related Low Coolant Light
Content. The "coolant" Annunciator Came On First Gauge Was Normal. What's Going On?
When Checking Sponsored links. Ask a Car Question. It's Free! This listing is for part or
sub-assembly number given below only. What is an oxygen sensor? An oxygen sensor is an
electronic device that measures the proportion of oxygen O2 in the gas or liquid being
analysed. How can I test my oxygen sensor? How can I confirm the this is the right part? Check
the compatibility, or compare your own parts with ours, or contact us for an answer. Goes
above range between 0. Remains below 0. Stays fixed at a particular voltage d. You're free to
choose replacement or refund if our sensor fails to work, in this case. Orders processed within
24 hours of payment verification. The images shown are not the actual item and are for your
reference only. If you have not received your shipment within 15 days from payment , please
contact us. We will track the shipment and get back to you as soon as possible with a reply. Our
goal is customer satisfaction! You have 30 days to contact us and 10 days to return it from the

date it was received. If this item is in your possession more than 7 days, it is considered used
and we will not issue you a refund or replacement. All returned items must be in the original
packaging and you must provide us with the shipping tracking number, specific reason for the
return, and item custom lable. We will refund your full winning bid amount, upon receipt of the
item in its original condition and packaging with all components and accessories included,
AFTER both Buyer and Seller cancel the transaction from eBay. OR, you may choose to have a
replacement. Return shipping is to be paid by the Buyer. We request that you contact us
immediately BEFORE you give us neutral or negative feedback, so that we can satisfactorily
address your concerns. Skip to main content. Email to friends Share on Facebook - opens in a
new window or tab Share on Twitter - opens in a new window or tab Share on Pinterest - opens
in a new window or tab. Add to Watchlist. Check if this part fits your vehicle. Picture
Information. Mouse over to Zoom - Click to enlarge. Get the item you ordered or get your money
back. Learn more - eBay Money Back Guarantee - opens in new window or tab. Contact seller.
Visit store. See other items More See all. Item Information Condition:. Add to Watchlist Remove
from watch list. Watch list is full. Longtime Member. Does not ship to Ukraine See details. Item
location:. Ontario, California, United States. Ships to:. This amount is subject to change until
you make payment. For additional information, see the Global Shipping Program terms and
conditions - opens in a new window or tab This amount includes applicable customs duties,
taxes, brokerage and other fees. For additional information, see the Global Shipping Program
terms and conditions - opens in a new window or tab. Any international shipping is paid in part
to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window or tab International shipping and
import charges paid to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window or tab Any
international shipping and import charges are paid in part to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More opens in a new window or tab Any international shipping is paid in part to Pitney Bowes Inc.
Learn More - opens in a new window or tab. Related sponsored items. Showing Slide 1 of 2 Carousel. Report item - opens in a new window or tab. This translation tool is for your
convenience only. The accuracy and accessibility of the resulting translation is not guaranteed.
Note: The accuracy and accessibility of the resulting translation is not guaranteed. Seller
assumes all responsibility for this listing. My Garage. Go to My Garage. Please wait. We were
unable to complete your request. Please try again later. This part is not compatible with this.
Compatibility information is not available for this item. Oops, something went wrong. This part
is compatible with below vehicle s. This part is compatible with below vehicle s matching this. A
quantity of 2 is recommended. We only accept PayPal. Please do not use the PayPal note field
to indicate us to ship to other address. The note there will NOT be read. If you want to change
the shipping address, please contact us by eBay messages. Payment must be received within
10 days as auction ended or order might be delayed. All rights reserved. Store Home. Lift
supports. Oxygen Sensors. Fuel Pump. Exterior Light. Towing Mirrors. Window Regulator. Mass
Air-Flow Sensor. Leveling Lift Kit. Blower Motor. CV axle. Window switch. Fuel injectors. Car
cover. Windshield Wiper Motor. Thermostat Housing. Radiator Coolant Tank. ABS Wheel
Sensor. Regulator Rectifier. Oil Cooler. Starter Relay. Purge Valve. Knock Sensor. Vacuum
Pump. Parking sensor. Crankshaft Position Sensor. Camshaft Position Sensor. MAP Sensor. Oil
Pressure Sensor. Throttle Position Sensor. Catalytic Converter. Tire Pressure Gauge. Steering
Rack. Spark Plug Ignition Wire. Engine Mount. Harmonic Balancer. Pressure Tester Gauge. Car
Carburetor. Fuel Cell Tank. Height Level Sensor. Temperature Sensor. Rear wheel axle. Electric
Motor. Oil Fuel Hose Line. Throttle Body. Fuel Injector Wiring Harness. Tire Pressure Sensor.
Brake Pad Sensors. Foot Rest Pedal. Rotary Vane Vacuum Pump. Tire Inflator Air Pump. Switch
Panel. License Plate Frame. USD Upstream Downstream for Accord Honda 2. Shipping and
handling. The seller has not specified a shipping method to Ukraine. Contact the seller - opens
in a new window or tab and request shipping to your location. Shipping cost cannot be
calculated. Please enter a valid ZIP Code. Shipping to: United States. No additional import
charges at delivery! This item will be shipped through the Global Shipping Program and
includes international tracking. Learn more - opens in a new window or tab. There are 5 items
available. Please enter a number less than or equal to 5. Select a valid country. Please enter 5 or
9 numbers for the ZIP Code. This item does not ship to Ukraine. Domestic handling time. Taxes
may be applicable at checkout. Learn more. Return policy. Payment details. Payment methods.
Back to home page Return to top. Back to home page. Listed in category:. Email to friends
Share on Facebook - opens in a new window or tab Share on Twitter - opens in a new window or
tab Share on Pinterest - opens in a new window or tab Add to Watchlist. Image not available
Photos not available for this variation. User Name Remember Me? Coolant light coming on but
coolant level is fine. This started about a week ago, always after idling for a short time and then
beginning to drive again. The coolant indicator comes on and then goes off after several
minutes. We checked the coolant level and added just a little coolant it appeared really close to

the line. My temp gauge is fine - not even close to overheating. Could this be a bad sensor? Any
other ideas? Re: Coolant light coming on but coolant level is fine. Can you try to clean this first.
I have never tried or looked into it at all. Find More Posts by ubermx5. An easy way to check it is
to disconnect the connector from the sensor. Make a jumper wire across the connector. You
can use a small paper clip or wire just be careful!!! If your light goes out then you have a bad
coolant level sensor or stuck sensor.. I took my Ion on a mile trip last week. Does chimes simply
mean its the computer saying it's time to change the coolant? Originally Posted by id4rox.
Nothing seems wrong and other times after starting the car I sometimes get a "ghost" chime
that suggests something is amiss but there nothing to see on the dash text or light or gauge.
It's been almost 5 years so a Coolant Flush is due All times are GMT The time now is AM.
Contact Us - SaturnFans. User Name. Remember Me? Mark Forums Read. Thread Tools. Find
More Posts by Writerbecky Find More Posts by uti Find More Posts by TheFonz. Find More
Posts by id4rox. Quote: Originally Posted by id4rox I took my Ion on a mile trip last week. Find
More Posts by nababbo. Find More Posts by lgodave. Digg del. Posting Rules. Similar Threads.
Coolant light stays on but coolant is at correct level. Low coolant light comming on Intermitant
coolant temp. Low Coolant Light Is On But I'm Full. In my Saturn VUE Redline my low coolant
light is on but I have topped off the coolant overfill so I know it is not low on coolant. Also, the
motor does not run hot at all so I know there is circulation throughout the system. Has anyone
else ever had any issues with the sensor going bad? Also, where is the sensor located? On the
bottle itself? Any help would be greatly appreciated. Someclown's Photos. The sensor is in the
bottom of the purge tank bottle and may be of the float and magnet type. If this is the case the
magnet may have come detached and on the bottom of the tank causing a low coolant light.
RobertGary1's Photos. If you reach down in the tank you can probably move the float with a
screwdriver. Check to ensure the float is not stuck and pull it up with a screwdriver. Its most
likely stuck as the electronics to determine float position are pretty reliable. Mgg's Photos. I
don't know if this applies to the vue but I'll tell you anyway. I had the low coolant light come on
in my sl2. The coolant was full and I cleaned out the tank to make sure the float wasn't stuck. I
previously noticed that my reverse lights were out and later found out that the coolant sensor
and reverse lights were on the same fuse. The fuse was blown, I replaced it and I got my reverse
lights back and the coolant light went off. Hey firesice18, I also have an 04 Redline Vue and my
low coolant light just started coming on intermitently despite the reservoir being full. Did you
ever find a solution that resolved your problem? I hope you guys don't literally have the tank
"full" It should be around the center rib of the tank when hot. When we bought our 06 vue last
year someone had filled the tank alll the way up with green antifreeze. Altho having the tank
actually full shouldn't damage anything and won't trigger a light it will blow the crap out if it has
to. Originally Posted by murrayd6. Hey firesice18, I also have an 04 Redline Vue and my low
coolant light just started coming on intermittently despite the reservoir being full. I visit forum
monthly, if at all. Feel free to send private messages if you think I can help. Don't use visitor
message as I never check those. My wife has a Vue that had teh light going on and off. She told
me the battery light was on. As I left the light came on, and I walked in to have the mechanic
look at it. He smiled at me and said, "That's not a battery pictire, thats your radiator! The
Alternator light is up on top! The alternator was old anyway I guess!!! My low coolant light came
on yesterday --was on when I started the car. I thought it was the battery light until I looked it up
last night. But here's the thing: it stayed on about 5 minutes, then went off for the rest of the
drive another half-hour. When I came home, the same thing happened. The low coolant light has
never flashed on before, even on engine startup which the manual says is normal. If it stayed
on, I'd know it's freak-out time, especially as I had the coolant system repaired just 2months ago
because of a leak. But it goes off. Haven't checked the reservoir yet--but I will later today, when I
can face it. Anybody else have and solve this problem? Btw, the gas tank sensor goes on alot
and randomly--the people who sold me the car said the float's worn out, so I just keep track of
milage with the odometer. Could this be a similar issue? Check reservoir for adequate fluid level
mid-tank seam. If fluid is ok the fluid level switch is probably sticking. I've had success using
homemade "swisher" to clean the tank switch I'll post a picture wheen I get back to my pc.
Thumbnail is my home-made swisher to clean the low coolant level switch. Remove expansion
tank pressure cap - insert tool - squeeze and release bulb to fill with coolant and position the
hose near center of bottom of expansion tank. Give several good shots of coolant in general
direction of switch - remove tool - install pressure cap and check results. I used on 06 Vue with
about 95K miles and problem has not returned at K miles. However, I did have coolant changed
when timing belt and water pump were changed around K miles. Generally speaking the cooling
system should be drained, flushed and refilled with Dex-Cool at 5 year intervals or , miles. A
sticky switch is probably early reminder a fluid refresh is needed. Attached Images Dex Swisher
Jr. Speedyox's Photos. Thanks Far2Grumpy. My coolant light is off now after being intermittent

and then steady on for a few days. My coolant light started coming on and and off intermittently
last week and so I topped up the coolant. Then it came on the next day and I thought I had a leak
until I found that the level was still fine. It steadily got worse for a few days until yesterday when
it was on [probably] constantly. Hopefully it's "fixed" now. Originally Posted by firesice Same
issue here. Not overheating. I tried the suggestion far2grumpy made. I tried blowing air bubbles
around the sensor as well. No luck. Can the sensor be replaced or does the entire tank have to
be swapped out? Originally Posted by cjhsa. Originally Posted by jco Whole tank needs to be
swapped. Originally Posted by far2grumpy. This is also true for the Vue - with fuse in
under-hood fuse box. I doubt if a fuse would cause an intermittent light - unless there's a bit of
corrosion The coolant circuit is basic - I've attached the schematic. The switch or float type is
not clear based on schematic All times are GMT The time now is AM. Contact Us - SaturnFans.
User Name. Remember Me? Mark Forums Read. Thread Tools. Find More Posts by firesice But
I'm Full The sensor is in the bottom of the purge tank bottle and may be of the float and magnet
type. Find More Posts by Someclown. But I'm Full If you reach down in the tank you can
probably move the float with a screwdriver. Find More Posts by RobertGary1. But I'm Full I don't
know if this applies to the vue but I'll tell you anyway. Find More Posts by Mgg But I'm Full Hey
firesice18, I also have an 04 Redline Vue and my low coolant light just started coming on
intermitently despite the reservoir being full. Find More Posts by murrayd6. But I'm Full I hope
you guys don't literally hav
2004 dodge neon parts
1964 ford falcon futura parts
2010 vw cc owners manual pdf
e the tank "full" It should be around the center rib of the tank when hot. Find More Posts by
mrtube. But I'm Full Quote: Originally Posted by murrayd6 Hey firesice18, I also have an 04
Redline Vue and my low coolant light just started coming on intermittently despite the reservoir
being full. Find More Posts by far2grumpy. But I'm Full My wife has a Vue that had teh light
going on and off. Find More Posts by nvrdieyng. Find More Posts by BarefootRose. But I'm Full
Check reservoir for adequate fluid level mid-tank seam. But I'm Full Thumbnail is my
home-made swisher to clean the low coolant level switch. Attached Images. Dex Swisher Jr.
Find More Posts by Speedyox. Find More Posts by bermany. But I'm Full Same issue here. Find
More Posts by cjhsa. Find More Posts by jco Find More Posts by Johnnym Digg del. Posting
Rules. Similar Threads. Coolant light flashing coolant is full. Coolant light and coolant level light
flash after gunning it? Coolant expansion tank full of light brown slop.

